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Caribbean Sugar Mill  The windmill crushes sugar cane, whose juice is boiled down in the smok-
ing building next door.
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 ■ How important was sugar production to the 
European colonies of the West Indies and to the 
expansion of the African slave trade?

 ■ What effect did sugar plantations have on the 
natural environment and on living conditions?

 ■ What was the relationship between private 
investors and European governments in the 
development of the Atlantic economy?

 ■ How did sub-Saharan Africa’s expanding con-
tacts in the Atlantic compare with its contacts 
with the Islamic world?

By the eighteenth century, Caribbean colonies had 
become the largest producers of sugar in the 
world. Slaves represented about 90 percent of 

the islands’ population and provided nearly all the labor 
for harvesting and processing sugar cane. The profit-
able expansion of sugar agriculture in the seventeenth 
century opened a new era in the African slave trade. 
As larger and faster ships carried growing numbers of 
slaves from Africa, the human cost escalated, as the fol-
lowing example demonstrates.

In 1694 the English ship Hannibal called at the 
West African port of Whydah (WEE-duh) to purchase 
slaves. The king of Whydah invited the ship’s captain and officers to his residence, 
where they negotiated an agreement on the prices for slaves. In all, the Hannibal 
purchased 692 slaves, of whom about a third were women and girls. The ship’s doc-
tor then carefully inspected the naked captives to be sure they were of sound body, 
young, and free of disease. After their purchase, the slaves were branded with an H 
(for Hannibal) to establish ownership. Once they were loaded on the ship, the crew 
put shackles on the men to prevent their escape.

To keep the slaves healthy, the captain had the crew feed them twice a day on 
boiled corn meal and beans brought from Europe and flavored with hot peppers 
and palm oil purchased in Africa. Each slave received a pint (half a liter) of water 
with every meal. In addition, the slaves were made to “jump and dance for an hour 
or two to our bagpipe, harp, and fiddle” every evening to keep them fit. Despite the 
incentives and precautions for keeping the cargo alive, deaths were common among 
the hundreds of people crammed into every corner of a slave ship. The Hannibal’s 
experience was worse than most; it lost 320 slaves and 14 crew members to small-
pox and dysentery during the seven-week voyage to Barbados.

As the Hannibal’s experience suggests, the Atlantic slave trade took a devastat-
ing toll in African lives and was far from a sure-fire money maker for European inves-
tors, who in this case lost more than £3,000 on the voyage. Nevertheless, the slave 
trade and plantation slavery were crucial pieces of a booming new Atlantic system 
that moved goods and wealth, as well as peoples and cultures, around the Atlantic.

The Atlantic System 
and Africa, 1550–1800

Atlantic system The net-
work of trading links after 
1500 that moved goods, 
wealth, people, and cul-
tures around the Atlantic 
Basin.
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520  CHAPTER 18 The Atlantic System and Africa, 1550–1800

PLANTATIONS IN THE WEST INDIES
The West Indies was the first place in the Americas reached by Columbus, and it was also the 
first region in the Americas where native populations collapsed from epidemics. It took a long 
time to repopulate these islands and forge economic links with other parts of the Atlantic. But 
after 1650 sugar plantations, African slaves, and European capital made these islands a major 
center of the Atlantic economy.

Colonization Before 1650
Spanish settlers introduced sugar-cane cultivation into the West Indies shortly after 1500, but 
these colonies soon fell into neglect as attention shifted to colonizing the American mainland. 
After 1600 the West Indies revived as a focus of colonization, this time by northern Europeans 
interested in growing tobacco and other crops. In the 1620s and 1630s, English and French colo-
nists settled many islands of the Antilles. With greater government support, the English colonies 
prospered first, largely by producing tobacco.

Tobacco, a New World leaf long used by Amerindians for recreation and medicine, was find-
ing a new market among seventeenth-century Europeans. Despite the opposition of individuals 
like King James I of England, who condemned tobacco smoke as “dangerous to the eye, hateful 
to the nose, harmful to the brain, and dangerous to the lungs,” the habit spread. By 1614 seven 
thousand shops in and around London sold tobacco.

The first tobacco colonies suffered from diseases, hurricanes, and attacks by native Caribs 
and the Spanish. They also suffered from shortages of supplies from Europe and shortages of 
labor sufficient to clear land and plant tobacco. The governments of France and England con-
trolled costs by allowing private investors organized as chartered companies to develop the 
colonies in exchange for monopoly control and annual fees. These companies provided passage 
to the colonies for poor Europeans who were obligated to work three or four years as indentured 
servants (see Chapter 17). As a result the French and English populations grew rapidly in the 
1630s and 1640s. By the middle of the century, however, these Caribbean colonies were in crisis 
due to stiff competition from Virginia tobacco, also cultivated by indentured servants. Profits 
grew when the English, French, and Dutch colonies of the Caribbean switched from tobacco to 
sugar cane and from European indentured laborers to the labor of African slaves.

The Portuguese first developed sugar plantations that relied on African slaves on islands 
along the African coast. They later introduced this complex in Brazil (see Chapter 17). By 1600 
Brazil was the Atlantic world’s greatest sugar producer. The Dutch were early participants in 
the Brazilian sugar business as investors, merchants, and processors. Dutch independence from 
Spain early in the seventeenth century threatened this profitable commerce because the Span-
ish crown ruled Portugal and Brazil. As part of its struggle with Spain, the Dutch government 
chartered the Dutch West India Company in 1621. This powerful private trading company cap-
tured a Spanish treasure fleet in 1628 and used some of the windfall to finance an assault on 
Brazil’s valuable sugar-producing areas. By 1635 the Dutch company controlled much of Brazil’s 
sugar region. Over the next fifteen years the Dutch improved the efficiency of the Brazilian sugar 
industry and also profited from supplying African slaves and European goods.

Like its assault on Brazil, the Dutch West India Company’s entry into the African slave trade 
combined economic and political motives. It seized the important West African trading station 
of Elmina from the Portuguese in 1638 and took their port of Luanda (loo-AHN-duh) on the 
Angolan coast in 1641. From these coasts the Dutch shipped slaves to Brazil and the West Indies. 
Although the Portuguese were able to drive the Dutch out of Angola after a few years, Elmina 
remained the Dutch West India Company’s headquarters in West Africa.

Once free of Spanish rule in 1640, the Portuguese crown turned its attention to reconquer-
ing Brazil and by 1654 had driven the last of the Dutch from that country. Some of the expelled 
planters transplanted their capital and knowledge of sugar production to Dutch Caribbean colo-
nies as well as to the English and French islands.

The Tobacco Era

The Portuguese and 
the Dutch and Sugar

chartered companies 
Groups of private inves-
tors who paid an annual fee 
to France and England in 
exchange for a monopoly 
over trade to the West Indies 
colonies.

Dutch West India Company 
Trading company chartered 
by the Dutch government to 
conduct its merchants’ trade 
in the Americas and Africa.

AP* Exam Tip  Be pre-
pared to compare slavery 
and other coercive labor 
systems for the exam.
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Sugar and Slaves
The infusion of Dutch expertise and money revived the French colonies of Guadeloupe and 
Martinique, but the English colony of Barbados best illustrates the dramatic transformation that 
sugar brought to the seventeenth-century Caribbean. In 1640 Barbados’s economy depended 
largely on tobacco, mostly grown by European settlers, both free and indentured. By the 1680s 
sugar had become the principal crop and enslaved Africans were three times as numerous as 
Europeans. Exporting up to 15,000 tons of sugar a year, Barbados had become the wealthiest and 
most populous of England’s American colonies. By 1700 Barbados and other West Indian colo-
nies had collectively surpassed Brazil as the world’s principal source of sugar.

The expansion of sugar plantations in the West Indies required a sharp increase in the vol-
ume of the slave trade from Africa (see Figure 18.1). During the first half of the seventeenth cen-
tury about ten thousand slaves a year had arrived from Africa. Most were destined for Brazil 
and the mainland Spanish colonies. In the second half of the century the trade averaged twenty 
thousand slaves, and more than half landed in the English, French, and Dutch West Indies. A 
century later, as sugar production increased and the Spanish colony of Cuba became a major 
importer of slaves, the volume of the Atlantic slave trade tripled.

Cash-short tobacco planters in the seventeenth century preferred indentured Europeans to 
African slaves because they cost half as much. Poor European men and women were willing to 
work for little in order to get to the Americas, where they could acquire their own land cheaply at 
the end of their term of service. However, as the cultivation of sugar spread after 1750, specula-
tors drove land prices in the West Indies so high that former indentured servants could no longer 
afford to buy land. As a result, poor Europeans chose to indenture themselves in Britain’s North 
American colonies, where cheap land was still available. Rather than raise wages to attract Euro-
pean laborers, Caribbean sugar planters switched to slaves.

The Slave Trade

Indentured Servants

West Indies Atlantic Africa

1500 ca. 1500 Spanish settlers introduce 
sugar-cane cultivation 1530 Amsterdam Exchange opens

1500–1700 Gold trade predominates

1591 Morocco conquers Songhai
1600

1620s and 1630s English and French 
colonies in Caribbean

1640s Dutch bring sugar plantation sys-
tem from Brazil

1655 English take Jamaica

1670s French occupy western half of 
Hispaniola (modern Haiti)

1621 Dutch West India Company 
chartered

1654 Dutch expelled from Brazil
1660s English Navigation Acts
1672 Royal African Company chartered

1698 French Exclusif

1638 Dutch take Elmina

1680s Rise of Asante

1700 1700 West Indies surpass Brazil in 
sugar production

1760 Tacky’s rebellion in Jamaica

1700 to present Atlantic system 
flourishing

1713 English receive slave trade monop-
oly from Spanish Empire

1700–1830 Slave trade predominates

1720s Rise of Dahomey
1730 Oyo makes Dahomey pay tribute
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522  CHAPTER 18 The Atlantic System and Africa, 1550–1800

Rising sugar prices helped the West Indian 
sugar planters afford the higher cost of African 
slaves. The fact that slaves lived seven years on 
average after their arrival, while the typical inden-
tured labor contract was for only three or four 
years, also made slaves a better investment. Dutch 
and other traders responded to rising demand by 
increasing the flow of slaves to meet the needs of 
the expanding plantations (see Figure 18.1), but 
slave prices rose throughout the eighteenth cen-
tury. These high labor costs were one more factor 
favoring large plantations over smaller operations.
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Deaths in transit
To Spanish Mainland
To North America
To the Caribbean
To Brazil

1551–1600 1601–1650 1651–1700 1701–1750 1751–1800 1801–1850

FIGURE 18.1  Transatlantic Slave Trade from Africa, 1551–1850 Source: Data from David Eltis, 
“The Volume and Structure of the Transatlantic Slave Trade: A Reassessment,” William and Mary 
Quarterly, 3rd Series, 58 (2001), tables II and III.

SECTION REVIEW

 ● England and France relied on private investors organized as 
chartered companies to develop their Caribbean colonies.

 ● European colonies in the Caribbean at first depended on 
tobacco exports but then concentrated on producing sugar, 
which was more profitable.

 ● The Dutch helped develop the sugar industry as investors, 
refiners, slave traders, and disseminators of technology.

 ● European indentured servants provided crucial labor for Carib-
bean plantations in the early years, but planters switched to 
African slaves when the flow of indentured laborers was redi-
rected to North America.

PLANTATION LIFE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
To find more land for sugar plantations, France and England expanded their Caribbean hold-
ings by attacking older Spanish colonies. In 1655 the English seized Jamaica from the Spanish 
(see Map 17.1 on page 494). They also took Havana, Cuba, in 1762 and held the city for a year. By 
the time the occupation ended, English merchants had imported large numbers of slaves and 
Cuba had begun to switch from tobacco to sugar production. The French seized the western 
half of the Spanish island of Hispaniola in the 1670s. During the eighteenth century this new 
French colony of Saint Domingue (san doh-MANGH) (present-day Haiti) became the greatest 
producer of sugar in the Atlantic world, while Jamaica surpassed Barbados as England’s most 
important sugar colony. The technological, environmental, and social transformation of these 
island colonies illustrates the power of the new Atlantic system.
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Technology and Environment
Sugar production had both an agricultural and an industrial character. On both small farms and 
large plantations, growing and harvesting sugar cane required only simple tools like spades, 
hoes, and machetes. Once the cane was cut, however, a more complex and expensive process 
was needed to produce sugar. Slaves rushed the cane to mills, where it was crushed and the 
juice extracted. Lead-lined wooden troughs carried cane juice to a series of large copper kettles 
where excess water was boiled off, leaving thick syrup. Placed in conical clay molds, the syrup 
turned to crystallized sugar as it dried. The small refiners used crushing mills driven by animals 
or even laborers, while the large plantations used larger and more efficient mills that relied on 
wind or water power. These economies of scale meant that over time large producers had lower 
costs and greater profits.

To make the operation more efficient and profitable, investors sought to utilize the costly 
crushing and refining machinery intensively. As a result, West Indian plantations expanded 
from an average of around 100 acres (40 hectares) in the seventeenth century to at least twice 
that size in the eighteenth century. Some plantations were even larger. In 1774 Jamaica’s 680 
sugar plantations averaged 441 acres (178 hectares), with the largest over 2,000 acres (800 hect-
ares). Jamaica specialized so heavily in sugar production that the island had to import most of its 
food. Saint Domingue had a comparable number of plantations of smaller average size but gen-
erally higher productivity. The French colony was also more diverse in its economy. Although 
sugar production was paramount, some planters raised provisions for local consumption and 
crops such as coffee and cacao for export.

Sugar agriculture had a mixed environmental record. Some practices were not destruc-
tive. Planters powered their mills by water, wind, or animals and fueled their boilers by burning 
crushed cane. They fertilized their fields using manure from their cattle. Yet high profits led 
planters to exploit nature ruthlessly in other ways. Repeated cultivation of a single crop removes 
more nutrients from the soil than animal fertilizer and fallow periods can restore. Instead of 

Large Plantations

Plantations and 
the Environment

Plantation Scene, Antigua, British West Indies  The sugar made at the mill in the background 
was sealed in barrels and loaded on carts that oxen and horses drew to the beach. By means of 
a succession of vessels the barrels were taken to the ship that hauled the cargo to Europe. The 
importance of African labor is evident from the fact that only one white person appears in the 
painting.
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AP* Exam Tip  Be 
aware of human impact 
on the environment, such 
as the introduction of new 
plants and animals into a 
region.
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524  CHAPTER 18 The Atlantic System and Africa, 1550–1800

rotating sugar with other crops to restore the nutrients naturally, planters found it more profit-
able to clear new lands when yields declined in the old fields. When land was exhausted, plant-
ers often moved on to new islands. Many of the English who settled Jamaica had been planters 
on Barbados. Similarly, the pioneer planters on Saint Domingue came from older French sugar 
colonies. In the second half of the eighteenth century, Jamaican sugar production began to fall 
behind Saint Domingue, which still had virgin land.

In addition to soil exhaustion and deforestation, the introduction of nonnative animals 
and cultivated plants transformed the Caribbean region. The Spanish brought cattle, pigs, and 
horses, which multiplied rapidly. They also introduced new plants. Bananas and plantains from 
the Canary Islands were a valuable addition to the food supply, and sugar and rice formed the 
basis of plantation agriculture, along with native tobacco. Other food crops arrived with the 
slaves from Africa, including okra, black-eyed peas, yams, grains such as millet and sorghum, 
and mangoes. Many of these new animals and plants were useful additions to the islands, but 
they crowded out indigenous species. New World foods also found their way to Africa (see Envi-
ronment and Technology: Amerindian Foods in Africa).

The most tragic and dramatic transformation of the West Indies was demographic. Chapter 
15 detailed how disease and abuse nearly eliminated the indigenous peoples of the large islands 
within fifty years of Columbus’s first voyage. Far earlier and more completely than in any main-
land colony, the West Indies were repeopled from across the Atlantic—first from Europe and 
then from Africa.

Slaves’ Lives
During the eighteenth century West Indian plantation colonies were the world’s most polarized 
societies. On most islands 90 percent or more of the inhabitants were slaves. Power resided in 
the hands of a plantocracy, a small number of very rich men who owned most of the slaves and 
most of the land. Between the slaves and the masters was a small middle group of estate manag-
ers, government officials, artisans, and small farmers, nearly all white. Some free blacks owned 
property or entered commerce. It is only a slight simplification to describe eighteenth-century 
Caribbean society as being made up of a large, abject class of slaves and a small, powerful class 
of masters.

The profitability of a Caribbean plantation depended on extracting as much work as possible 
from the slaves, and plantations achieved exceptional productivity through the threat and use 
of force. The slaves’ long workday might stretch to eighteen hours or more when the cane harvest 
and milling were in full swing. As Table 18.1 shows, on a typical Jamaican plantation about 80 
percent of the slaves were actively engaged in productive tasks; the only exceptions were infants, 
the seriously ill, and the very old.

Table 18.1 also illustrates how planters organized slaves by age, sex, and ability. Only 2 or 
3 percent of the slaves were house servants. About 70 percent of the able-bodied slaves worked in 
the fields, generally in one of three labor gangs. A “great gang,” made up of the strongest slaves 
in the prime of life, did the heaviest work, such as breaking up the soil at the beginning of the 
planting season. A second gang of youths, elders, and less fit slaves did somewhat lighter work. A 
“grass gang,” composed of children under the supervision of an elderly slave, was responsible for 
weeding and other simple work, such as collecting grass for the animals. Women often formed 
the majority of the field laborers, even in the great gang. Nursing mothers took their babies with 
them to the fields. Slaves too old for field labor tended the toddlers.

Because the slave trade imported twice as many males as females, men outnumbered 
women on Caribbean plantations. As Table 18.1 shows, a little over half of adult males did non-
gang work. Some tended livestock, and others were skilled craftsmen, such as blacksmiths and 
carpenters. The most important artisan slave was the head boiler, who oversaw the delicate pro-
cess of reducing the cane sap to crystallized sugar and molasses.

Planters often rewarded skilled slaves with better-quality food and clothing or time off, but 
most slaves were compelled to work hard by fear of the lash. Slave gangs were led by a privileged 
male slave, appropriately called the “driver,” whose job was to ensure that the gang completed its 
work. Since production quotas were high, slaves toiled in the fields from sunup to sunset, except 
for meal breaks. Those who fell behind due to fatigue or illness soon felt the sting of the whip. 
Planters punished openly rebellious slaves who refused to work, disobeyed orders, or tried to 

The Organization 
of Slave Labor

The Treatment of Slaves

plantocracy In the West 
Indian colonies, the rich 
men who owned most of the 
slaves and most of the land, 
especially in the eighteenth 
century.

driver A privileged male 
slave whose job was to 
ensure that a slave gang did 
its work on a plantation.
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The migration of European plants and animals across the 
Atlantic to the New World was one side of the Columbian 
Exchange (see Chapter 17). The Andean potato, for example, 
became a staple crop of the poor in Europe, and cassava (a 
Brazilian plant cultivated for its edible roots) and maize (corn) 
moved across the Atlantic to Africa.

Maize was a high-yielding grain that could produce much 
more food per acre than many grains indigenous to Africa. 
The varieties of maize that spread to Africa were not modern 
highbred “sweet corn” but starchier types found in white and 
yellow corn meal. Cassava—not well known to modern North 
Americans except perhaps in the form of tapioca—became 
the most important New World food in Africa. Truly a marvel, 
cassava had the highest yield of calories per acre of any staple 
food and thrived even in poor soils and during droughts. Both 
the leaves and the root could be eaten. Ground into meal, the 
root could be made into a bread that would keep for up to six 
months, or it could be fermented into a beverage.

Cassava and maize were probably accidentally introduced 
into Africa by Portuguese ships from Brazil that discarded 
leftover supplies after reaching Angola. It did not take long for 
local Africans to recognize the food value of these new crops, 
especially in drought-prone areas. As the principal farmers in 
Central Africa, women must have played an important role in 
learning how to cultivate, harvest, and prepare these foods. By 
the eighteenth century Lunda rulers hundreds of miles from 
the Angolan coast were actively promoting the cultivation of 
maize and cassava on their royal estates in order to provide a 
more secure food supply.

Some historians of Africa believe that in the inland areas 
these Amerindian food crops provided the nutritional base 
for a population increase that partially offset losses due to the 
Atlantic slave trade. By supplementing the range of food crops 
available and by enabling populations to increase in lightly 

settled or famine-prone areas, cassava and maize, along with 
peanuts and other New World legumes, permanently altered 
Africans’ environmental prospects.

ENVIRONMENT + TECHNOLOGY

Amerindian Foods in Africa

Cassava Plant  Both the leaves and the starchy root of the 
cassava plant could be eaten.
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escape with floggings, confinement in irons, or mutilation. While slaves usually did not work in 
the fields on Sunday, they could not rest, but had to use this time to farm their own provisioning 
grounds to supplement meager rations, maintain their dwellings, and do other chores, such as 
washing and mending their rough clothes.

Except for occasional holidays—including the Christmas-week revels in the British West 
Indies—there was little time for recreation and relaxation. Slaves might sing in the fields, but 
singing was simply a way to distract themselves from fatigue and the monotony of the work. 
There was certainly no time for schooling, nor were masters willing to educate slaves beyond 
skills useful to the plantation.

Time for family life was also inadequate. Although the large proportion of young adults in 
plantation colonies ought to have led to a high rate of natural increase, despite the sex imbalance 
that resulted from the slave trade, the opposite occurred. Poor nutrition and overwork lowered 
fertility. The continuation of heavy fieldwork made it difficult for a pregnant woman to carry a 
child to term or a mother to ensure an infant’s survival. As a result of these conditions, along 
with disease and accidents from dangerous mill equipment, deaths heavily outnumbered births 
on West Indian plantations (see Table 18.2). Life expectancy for slaves in nineteenth-century 

Slave Health

AP* Exam Tip  It is 
important to understand 
slave systems in general, 
but not necessarily the 
details of a slave system 
in any specific nation.
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526  CHAPTER 18 The Atlantic System and Africa, 1550–1800

Brazil was only 23 years of age for males and 25.5 years for females. The figures were probably 
similar for the eighteenth-century Caribbean. A callous opinion, common among slave owners 
in the Caribbean and in parts of Brazil, held that it was cheaper to import a youthful new slave 
from Africa than to raise one to the same age on a plantation.

The harsh conditions of plantation life played a major role in shortening slaves’ lives, but the 
greatest killer was disease. Dysentery caused by contaminated food and water was common. 
Slaves newly arrived from Africa went through the period of adjustment to a new environment 
known as seasoning, during which one-third, on average, died of unfamiliar diseases. Slaves 

TABLE 18.1  Slave Occupations on a Jamaican Sugar Plantation, 1788

Occupations and Conditions Men Women Boys Total
   and Girls 

Field laborers 62 78  140

Tradesmen 29   29

Field drivers 4   4

Field cooks  4  4

Mule-, cattle-, and stablemen 12   12

Watchmen 18   18

Nurse  1  1

Midwife  1  1

Domestics and gardeners  5 3 8

Grass-gang   20 20

Total employed 125 89 23 237

Infants   23 23

Invalids (18 with yaws)    32

Absent on roads    5

Superannuated [elderly]    7

Overall total    304

Source: From Michael Craton, James Walvin, and David Wright, eds., Slavery, Abolition and Emancipation, p. 103. Copyright 
© 1976. Reprinted by permission of Pearson Education Limited.

TABLE 18.2  Birth and Death on a Jamaican Sugar Plantation, 1779–1785

 Born Died
Year Males Females Purchased Males Females Proportion of Deaths

1779 5 2 6 7 5 1 in 26

1780 4 3 — 3 2 1 in 62

1781 2 3 — 4 2 1 in 52

1782 1 3 9 4 5 1 in 35

1783 3 3 — 8 10 1 in 17

1784 2 1 12 9 10 1 in 17

1785 2 3 — 0 3 1 in 99

Total 19 18 27 35 37 

 Born 37    Died 72

Source: From Michael Craton, James Walvin, and David Wright, eds., Slavery, Abolition and Emancipation, p. 105. Copyright © 1976. Reprinted by permission of 
Pearson Education Limited.

seasoning An often difficult 
period of adjustment to new 
climates, disease environ-
ments, and work routines, 
such as that experienced by 
slaves newly arrived in the 
Americas.
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also suffered from diseases brought with them, including malaria. On 
the plantation profiled in Table 18.1, for example, more than half of 
the slaves incapacitated by illness had yaws, a painful and debilitating 
skin disease common in Africa. As a consequence, only slave popula-
tions in the healthier temperate zones of North America experienced 
natural increase.

Such high mortality greatly added to the volume of the Atlantic 
slave trade, since plantations had to continually purchase new slaves 
to replace those who died (see Table 18.2). The high mortality and low 
fertility of this cruel labor system meant that increased sugar produc-

tion depended on an ever-expanding slave trade. As a result, the majority of slaves on most West 
Indian plantations were African-born, and African religious beliefs, patterns of speech, styles of 
dress and adornment, and music were prominent parts of West Indian life.

Given the harsh conditions of their lives, it is not surprising that slaves in the West Indies 
often sought to gain their freedom. Individual slaves often ran away. Sometimes large groups of 
plantation slaves rose in rebellion against their bondage and abuse. For example, a slave named 
Tacky, who had been a chief on the Gold Coast of Africa, led a large rebellion in Jamaica in 1760. 
After his followers broke into a fort and armed themselves, slaves from nearby plantations joined 
them. This force attacked several plantations, setting them on fire and killing the planter fami-
lies. Tacky died in the fighting, and three of his lieutenants stoically endured cruel deaths by 
torture meant to deter others from rebellion.

Because European planters believed that slaves with the strongest African heritage led 
rebellions, they tried to curtail African cultural traditions. They required slaves to learn the 
colonial language and discouraged the use of African languages by deliberately mixing slaves 
from different parts of Africa. In French and Portuguese colonies, slaves were encouraged to 
adopt Catholic religious practices, though African deities, beliefs, and practices survived, serv-
ing as the foundation for modern African-derived religions like candomblé. In the British West 
Indies, where only Quaker slave owners encouraged Christianity among their slaves before 
1800, African herbal medicine remained strong, as did African beliefs concerning nature spirits 
and witchcraft.

Free Whites and Free Blacks
The lives of the free population were very different from the lives of slaves. In the French colony 
of Saint Domingue, which had nearly half of all slaves in the Caribbean in the eighteenth cen-
tury, there were three categories of free people. At the top were wealthy owners of large sugar 
plantations (the grands blancs [grawn blawnk], or “great whites”), who dominated the economy 
and society of the island. Second came less-well-off Europeans (petits blancs [pay-TEE blawnk], 
or “little whites”). Most served as colonial officials, retail merchants, or small-scale agricultural-
ists. Most members of both groups owned slaves. Third came the free blacks. There were almost 
as many free blacks as free whites. While they ranked below whites socially, many free blacks 
owned property, and a surprising number also owned slaves.

The plantation elite was even more powerful in British colonies. Whereas sugar constituted 
about half of Saint Domingue’s exports, in Jamaica the figure was over 80 percent. Such concen-
tration on sugar crowded out small cultivators, white or black, and confined most landholding to 

Slave Resistance

The Planter Elite

PRIMARY SOURCE: The 
Interesting Narrative of 

Olaudah Equiano and Writ-
ten by Himself Read selec-
tions from an ex-slave’s autobi-
ography, one of the most 
influential abolitionist books 
published in England.

Punishment for Slaves  In addition to whipping and other cruel pun-
ishments, slave owners devised other ways to shame and intimidate 
slaves into obedience. This metal face mask prevented the wearer 
from eating or drinking.
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Cudjoe, Leader of the Jamaican Maroons, Negoti-
ates a Peace Treaty  In 1738, after decades of 
successful resistance to the British, the maroon 
Cudjoe negotiated a peace treaty that recognized 
the freedom of his runaway followers. Unable to 
defeat the maroons, the British also granted land 
and effective self-government to the maroons in 
exchange for an end to raids on plantations and 
the promise to return future slave runaways.
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SECTION REVIEW

 ● Sugar production required larger investments in land, slaves, 
and machinery than other forms of colonial agriculture.

 ● Large-scale sugar plantations were more efficient and profit-
able than smaller plantations.

 ● Sugar plantations had high environmental costs due to defores-
tation and soil exhaustion.

 ● Slaves were closely organized and forced to be productive 
through the use of harsh punishments.

 ● Slave populations of the Caribbean experienced high mortality 
rates and low fertility rates.

 ● Slaves sought freedom through manumission or flight or rebel-
lion; some groups of runaways, maroons, forced authorities to 
recognize their freedom.

a few larger owners. At midcentury three-quarters 
of the farmland in Jamaica belonged to individuals 
who owned 1,000 acres (400 hectares) or more.

One source estimated that a planter had 
to invest nearly £20,000 ($100,000) to acquire a 
medium-size Jamaican plantation of 600 acres (240 
hectares) in 1774. A third of this money went for 
land on which to grow sugar and food crops, pas-
ture animals, and cut timber and firewood. A quar-
ter of the expense was for the mill and refinery. The 

largest expense was the purchase of 200 slaves at £40 ($200) each. In comparison, the wage of an 
English rural laborer at this time was about £10 ($50) a year (one-fourth the price of a slave), and 
the annual incomes in 1760 of the ten wealthiest noble families in Britain averaged only £20,000 
each.

Reputedly the richest Englishmen of this time, West Indian planters often translated their 
wealth into political power and social prestige. The richest planters put their plantations under 
the direction of managers and lived in Britain. Between 1730 and 1775 seventy absentee plant-
ers secured election to the British Parliament, where they formed an influential voting bloc. 
Those who resided in the West Indies exercised political power through the control of colonial 

assemblies.
In most European plantation colonies it was 

possible to grant freedom to an individual slave or 
group of slaves. Manumission (the legal grant of 
freedom by an owner) was more common in Brazil 
and the Spanish and French colonies than in Eng-
lish colonies. Among English colonies, manumis-
sions were more common in the Caribbean than 
in North America. While some plantation owners 
in the Caribbean freed slave women with whom 
they had had sexual relationships or freed the chil-
dren of their mistresses, the largest group of freed 
slaves across the Americas had purchased their 
freedom. Manumissions led to the development 
of a large free black population in many colonies. 
Since the legal condition of children followed that 
of the mother, slave families often struggled to free 
women in childbearing years first so that their 
children would be born free. By the late eighteenth 

manumission A grant of 
legal freedom to an indi-
vidual slave.
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century free blacks made up a large portion of the black populations of Brazil and the French 
colonies.

As in Brazil and Spanish colonies (see Chapter 17), escaped slaves constituted another 
part of the free black population. Communities of runaways, called maroons, were numerous 
in Jamaica and Hispaniola as well as in the Guianas (guy-AHN-uhs). Jamaican maroons, after 
withstanding several attacks by the colony’s militia, signed a treaty in 1738 that recognized their 
independence in return for their cooperation in stopping new runaways and suppressing slave 
revolts. Unable to win decisive victories, colonial authorities in Spanish, Dutch, and Portuguese 
colonies signed similar treaties with runaway leaders as well.

Runaway Communities

maroon A slave who ran 
away from his or her master. 
Often a member of a com-
munity of runaway slaves in 
the West Indies and South 
America.

CREATING THE ATLANTIC ECONOMY
At once archaic in their cruel system of slavery and oddly modern in their specialization in a 
single product for export, the West Indian plantation colonies were the bittersweet fruits of a 
new Atlantic trading system. Changes in the character of Atlantic commerce illustrate the rise of 
this new system. In the sixteenth century Spanish treasure fleets laden with silver and gold bul-
lion had dominated Atlantic trade. In the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the Atlantic 
trade was dominated by sugar ships returning to Europe from the West Indies and Brazil and by 
slave ships transporting an average of 250 African captives each to the Americas.

In addition to the plantation system, new economic institutions, new partnerships between 
private investors and governments in Europe, and new working relationships between Euro-
pean and African merchants created the Atlantic economy. This new trading system is a prime 
example of how European capitalist relationships were reshaping the world.

Capitalism and Mercantilism
Many of the Spanish and Portuguese voyages of exploration in the fifteenth and sixteenth centu-
ries were government ventures, and both Spain and Portugal tried to restrict the overseas trade 
of their colonies using royal monopolies (see Chapters 15 and 17). Monopoly control, however, 
proved both expensive and inefficient. The success of the Atlantic economy in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries depended much more on private enterprise, which made trade more 
efficient and profitable. European private investors were attracted to colonial trade by the rich 
profits generated by New World agriculture and mining, but their success depended on new 
institutions and the continuation of government protection to reduce the possibility of cata-
strophic loss.

The growth of the Atlantic economy was one part of the development of modern capitalism. 
The essence of this economic system was the expansion of credit and the development of large 
financial institutions—banks, stock exchanges, and chartered trading companies—that enabled 
merchants and investors to conduct business at great distances from their homes while reduc-
ing risks and increasing profits. Originally developed for business dealings within Europe, the 
capitalist system expanded overseas in the seventeenth century, when slow economic growth in 
Europe led many investors to seek profits in the production and export of colonial products like 
sugar and tobacco and in satisfying the colonial demand for European products.

Banks were crucial to this process. By the early seventeenth century Dutch banks had devel-
oped such a reputation for security that individuals and governments from all over western 
Europe entrusted them with large sums of money. To make a profit, Dutch and other European 
banks invested these funds in real estate, industries, loans to governments, and overseas trade.

Individuals seeking higher returns than those provided by banks could purchase shares in 
a joint-stock company, a sixteenth-century forerunner of the modern corporation. Individuals 
bought and sold shares in specialized financial markets called stock exchanges. The Amster-
dam Exchange, founded in 1530, became the greatest stock market in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries. To reduce risks in overseas trading, merchants and trading companies 

Capitalism and 
the Atlantic World

capitalism The economic 
system of large financial 
institutions—banks, stock 
exchanges, investment 
companies—that first devel-
oped in early modern Europe. 
Commercial capitalism, the 
trading system of the early 
modern economy, is often 
distinguished from industrial 
capitalism, the system based 
on machine production.
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530  CHAPTER 18 The Atlantic System and Africa, 1550–1800

bought insurance on their ships and cargoes to cover potential losses. Banks and stock markets 
appeared much later in the Iberian world, slowing the rate of economic growth.

European states sought to monopolize the profits produced in their colonial empires by con-
trolling trade and accumulating capital in the form of gold and silver. This system was called 
mercantilism. Mercantilist policies strongly discouraged citizens from trading with foreign 
merchants and used armed force when necessary to secure exclusive relations.

Chartered companies were an important part of mercantilist capitalism. In 1602 the Neth-
erlands gave the Dutch East India Company a monopoly over trade in the Indian Ocean. Private 
investors who bought shares in the company were amply rewarded when the Dutch East India 
Company captured control of long-distance trade in the Indian Ocean from the Portuguese (see 
Chapter 19). As we have seen, the Dutch West India Company, chartered in 1621, sought simi-
lar benefits in the Atlantic trade by seizing sugar-producing areas in Brazil and African slaving 
ports from the Portuguese.

These successes inspired other governments to set up their own chartered companies. In 
1672 a royal charter placed all English trade with West Africa in the hands of the Royal African 
Company (RAC), which established its headquarters at Cape Coast Castle, just east of Elmina on 
the Gold Coast. The French government also chartered companies and promoted overseas trade 
and colonization. Jean Baptiste Colbert (kohl-BEAR), King Louis XIV’s minister of finance from 
1661 to 1683, chartered the French East India and French West India Companies to expel Dutch 
and English traders from French colonies.

French and English governments also used military force to gain trade advantages in the 
Americas. Restrictions on Dutch access to French and English colonies provoked a series of wars 
with the Netherlands between 1652 and 1678 (see Chapter 16). The larger English and French 
navies defeated the Dutch and drove the Dutch West India Company into bankruptcy. Military 
and diplomatic pressure also forced Spain after 1713 to grant England and later France monop-
oly rights to supply slaves to its colonies.

With Dutch competition in the Atlantic reduced, the French and English limited the privi-
leges of their chartered companies. Such new mercantilist policies fostered competition among 
a nation’s own citizens, while using high tariffs and restrictions to exclude foreigners. In the 
1660s England passed a series of Navigation Acts that confined trade with its colonies to English 
ships and cargoes; it later opened trade in Africa to any English subject, claiming that competi-
tion would cut the cost of slaves to West Indian planters. The French called their mercantilist 
legislation, codified in 1698, the Exclusif (ek-skloo-SEEF), highlighting its exclusionary inten-
tions. Other mercantilist laws sought to protect national manufacturing and agricultural inter-
ests from the competition of colonies, imposing prohibitively high taxes on their manufactured 
goods and products like refined sugar.

As a result of these mercantilist measures, the Atlantic became Britain, France, and Por-
tugal’s most important overseas trading area. The value of imports from West Indian colonies 
alone accounted for over one-fifth the value of total British imports, while French West Indian 
colonies played an even larger role in France’s overseas trade. Only the Dutch, closed out of 
much of the American trade, depended more heavily on Asian trade (see Chapter 19). Profits 
from the Atlantic economy, in turn, promoted further economic expansion and increased the 
revenues of European governments.

The Atlantic Circuit
At the heart of this trading system was a clockwise network of sea routes known as the Atlantic 
Circuit (see Map 18.1). The first leg, from Europe to Africa, carried European manufactures—
notably metals, hardware, and guns—as well as great quantities of cotton textiles brought from 
India. While some of these goods were exchanged for West African gold, ivory, timber, and other 
products, most goods went to purchase slaves, who were transported across the Atlantic to the 
plantation colonies in what was known as the Middle Passage. On the third leg, plantation goods 
from the colonies returned to Europe. Each leg carried goods from where they were abundant 
and relatively cheap to where they were scarce and therefore valuable. Thus, in theory, each leg 
of the Atlantic Circuit could earn profits. In practice, shipwrecks, deaths, piracy, and other risks 
could turn profit into loss.

Mercantilism

mercantilism European 
government policies of the 
sixteenth, seventeenth, 
and eighteenth centu-
ries designed to promote 
overseas trade between a 
country and its colonies and 
accumulate precious met-
als by requiring colonies to 
trade only with their mother-
land country. The British 
system was defined by the 
Navigation Acts, the French 
system by laws known as the 
Exclusif.

Royal African Company 
A trading company chartered 
by the English government 
in 1672 to conduct its mer-
chants’ trade on the Atlantic 
coast of Africa.

Atlantic Circuit The net-
work of trade routes con-
necting Europe, Africa, and 
the Americas that underlay 
the Atlantic system.

Middle Passage The part of 
the Atlantic Circuit involv-
ing the transportation of 
enslaved Africans across the 
Atlantic to the Americas.
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goods. Silver trade to East Asia laid the basis for a Pacific Ocean economy.
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The three-sided Atlantic Circuit is only one of many commercial routes that serviced Atlan-
tic trade. Ships making the long voyage from Europe to the Indian Ocean and Asia typically 
exchanged African gold and American silver for cotton textiles and spices. Merchants then sold 
these Asian goods in Africa and the Americas as well as in Europe. Many commercial routes 
were more direct, carrying manufactured goods from Europe or foodstuffs and lumber from 
New England to the Caribbean. Some Rhode Island and Massachusetts merchants participated 
in a “Triangular Trade” that carried rum to West Africa, slaves to the West Indies, and molasses 
and rum back to New England. There was also a considerable two-way trade between Brazil and 
Angola that exchanged Brazilian tobacco and liquor for slaves. Brazilian tobacco also found its 
way north as a staple of the Canadian fur trade.

European investment capital, manufactured goods, and shipping dominated the Atlantic 
system. Europe was also the principal market for American plantation products, products that 
transformed material culture. Before the seventeenth century, sugar was scarce and expensive 
in Europe and was mostly consumed by the rich. As colonial production increased, prices fell 
and consumption of sugar in England rose to about 4 pounds (nearly 2 kilograms) per person 
in 1700. Europeans of modest means spooned sugar into popular new beverages imported from 
overseas—tea, coffee, and chocolate—to overcome the beverages’ natural bitterness. Consump-
tion increased to about 18 pounds (8 kilograms) by the early nineteenth century (well below the 
American average of about 100 pounds [45 kilograms] a year in 1960).

The flow of sugar to Europe depended on the flow of slaves from Africa (see Map 18.2). The 
rising volume of the Middle Passage is one measure of the expansion of the Atlantic system. 
During the 150 years following the arrival of Europeans in the Americas, the slave trade brought 
some 800,000 Africans across the Atlantic. Volume rose to nearly 7.5 million slaves during the 
boom in sugar production between 1650 and 1800. The West Indies, including Cuba, imported 
nearly 50 percent of this total, while Brazil received nearly a third and North America another 5 
percent. The rest went to Spain’s mainland colonies (see Figure 18.1).

Seventeenth-century mercantilist policies placed much of the Atlantic slave trade in the 
hands of chartered companies. During their existence the Dutch West India Company and the 
English Royal African Company each carried about 100,000 slaves across the Atlantic. In the 
eighteenth century private English traders from Liverpool and Bristol controlled about 40 per-
cent of the slave trade. The French, operating out of Nantes and Bordeaux, handled about 20 
percent and the Dutch only 6 percent. The Portuguese supplying Brazil and other places had 
nearly 30 percent of the Atlantic slave trade, in contrast to the 3 percent carried in North Ameri-
can ships.

While the volume and duration of the slave trade indicate that it was profitable, the rela-
tive value of European goods and African slaves as well as slave prices in American ports deter-
mined the profit of individual voyages. Slave traders also had to deliver as many healthy slaves 
as possible for sale in the plantation colonies, but the terrible conditions on slave ships and a 

The African Slave Trade

Conditions in 
the Middle Passage

Slave Ship  This model of the English vessel Brookes shows the specially built section of the hold where enslaved Africans were 
packed together during the Middle Passage. Girls, boys, and women were confined separately.
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long and treacherous voyage lasting from six to ten weeks led to high mortalities. Some ships 
arrived with all of their slaves alive, but large, even catastrophic, losses of life were common 
(see Figure 18.1). On average, however, slave traders succeeded in lowering mortality during the 
Middle Passage from about 23 percent on voyages before 1700 to half that in the last half of the 
eighteenth century.

Failed escapes and mutinies contributed to mortality. When opportunities presented them-
selves (nearness to land, illness among the crew), some enslaved Africans tried to overpower 
their captors and escape. Male slaves were routinely shackled together to prevent escapes while 

they were still in sight of land or when mutiny was 
feared while at sea. As a precaution, slave traders 
also commonly confined male slaves below deck 
during most of the voyage, except at mealtimes, 
when the crew brought them up in small groups 
under close supervision. In any event, “mutinies” 
were rarely successful and defeated mutineers 
were treated with brutality.

Mistreatment also contributed to the high 
mortality of the Middle Passage. Although it was in 
the interests of the captain and crew to deliver their 
slave cargo in good condition, slavers used whip-
pings, beatings, and even executions to maintain 
order. Some slaves developed deep psychological 
depression, known to contemporaries as “fixed 
melancholy,” and refused to eat. Crews attempted 
to force-feed these slaves, but some successfully 
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MAP 18.2  The African Slave Trade, 1500–1800 After 1500 a vast new trade in slaves from sub-Saharan Africa to the Ameri-
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major destination of the Atlantic slave trade, followed by Brazil.
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SECTION REVIEW

 ● Banks, stock markets, and insurance companies helped Euro-
pean nations to develop their colonial empires.

 ● European nations used mercantilism, a mix of fiscal and trade 
policies, to monopolize the economic benefits from colonial 
possessions.

 ● The Atlantic Circuit was a network of trade networks that con-
nected Europe with Africa and the Western Hemisphere.

 ● Between 1650 and 1800, 7.5 million African slaves were brought 
to Europe’s American colonies, nine times the number imported 
in the previous 150 years.

 ● Conditions on the slave ships were unhealthy and harsh, and 
mortality rates were high.
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willed themselves to death. The dangers and brutalities of the slave trade were so notorious that 
many ordinary seamen shunned such work. As a consequence, cruel and brutal officers and 
crews abounded on slave ships.

Although examples of unspeakable cruelties are common in the records, most deaths in the 
Middle Passage were the result of disease. Dysentery spread by contaminated food and water 
caused many deaths. Others died of contagious diseases such as smallpox carried on board by 
infected slaves or crew members. These maladies spread quickly in the crowded and unsani-
tary confines of the ships, claiming the lives of slaves already physically weakened and men-
tally traumatized by their ordeals. Crew members were exposed to the same epidemics. It is a 
measure of the callousness of the age, as well as the cheapness of European labor, that over the 
course of a round-trip voyage from Europe the proportion of crew deaths could be as high as the 
slave deaths.

AFRICA, THE ATLANTIC, AND ISLAM
The Atlantic system took a terrible toll in African lives both during the Middle Passage and under 
the harsh conditions of plantation slavery. Many other Africans died while being marched to 
African ports for sale. The overall effects on Africa of these losses and of other aspects of the 
slave trade have been the subject of considerable historical debate. It is clear that the trade’s 
impact depended on the intensity and terms of different African regions’ involvement.

Any assessment of the Atlantic system’s effects in Africa must also take into consideration 
the fact that some Africans profited from the trade by capturing and selling slaves. They chained 
the slaves together or bound them to forked sticks for the march to the coast, then bartered 
them to the European slavers for trade goods. The effects on the enslaver were different from the 
effects on the enslaved. Finally, a broader understanding of the Atlantic system’s effects in sub-
Saharan Africa comes from comparisons with the effects of Islamic contacts.

The Gold Coast and the Slave Coast
As Chapter 15 showed, early European visitors to Africa’s Atlantic coast were interested more in 
trading than in colonizing the continent. As the Africa trade mushroomed after 1650, this pat-
tern continued. African kings and merchants sold slaves and goods at many coastal sites, but the 
growing slave trade did not lead to substantial European colonization.

The transition to slave trading was not sudden. Even as slaves were becoming Atlantic Afri-
ca’s most valuable export, goods such as gold, ivory, and timber remained important. For exam-
ple, during its eight decades of operation from 1672 to 1752, the Royal African Company made 
40 percent of its profits from gold, ivory, and forest products. In some parts of West Africa, such 
nonslave exports remained predominant even at the peak of the trade.

African merchants were very discriminating about merchandise they took in exchange for 
slaves or goods. A ship that arrived with goods of low quality or not suited to local tastes found 
it hard to purchase a cargo at a profitable price. European guidebooks to the African trade care-
fully noted the color and shape of beads, the pattern of textiles, the type of guns, and the sort of 
metals that were in demand on each section of the coast (see Map 18.3). Although African prefer-
ences for merchandise varied, textiles, hardware, and guns were in high demand. Of the goods 
the Royal African Company traded in West Africa in the 1680s, over 60 percent were Indian 
and European textiles and 30 percent were hardware and weaponry. In the eighteenth century, 
tobacco and rum from the Americas became welcome imports.

Both Europeans and Africans attempted to drive the best bargain for themselves and some-
times engaged in deceitful practices. The strength of the African bargaining position, however, 
may be inferred from the fact that as the demand for slaves rose, so too did their price in Africa. 
In the course of the eighteenth century the value of goods needed to purchase a slave on the 
Gold Coast doubled and in some places tripled or quadrupled.

African governments on the Gold and Slave Coasts forced Europeans to observe African 
trading customs and prevented them from taking control of African territory. Rivalry among 

African Participation 
in the Slave Trade
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River in the Year 1699 Learn 
about the slave trade in West 
Africa, from a Frenchman on 
an English slave-trading 
expedition.
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European nations, each of which established its own trading “castles” along the Gold Coast, 
also reduced bargaining strength because Africans could shop for better deals among these 
competitors. In 1700 the head of the Dutch East India Company in West Africa, Willem Bosman 
(VIL-uhm boos-MAHN), bemoaned the fact that, to stay competitive against other European 
traders, his company had to include large quantities of muskets and gunpowder in the goods it 
exchanged, thereby adding to Africans’ military power.

Bosman also related that his agents had to first pay the local king a substantial customs duty 
before buying slaves at Whydah and then had to pay a premium price for the slaves. By African 
standards, Whydah was a rather small kingdom controlling only the port and its immediate hin-
terland. In 1727, Dahomey (dah-HOH-mee), strengthened militarily by firearms acquired in 
the slave trade, annexed Whydah.

Two other regional powers, the kingdoms of Oyo (aw-YOH) and Asante (uh-SHAN-tee), 
also participated in the Atlantic trade, but neither kingdom was as dependent on it as Dahomey. 
Overseas trade formed a relatively modest part of the economies of these large and populous 
states, which maintained extensive overland trade with their northern neighbors and with states 
across the Sahara. Like the great medieval empires of the western Sudan, Oyo and Asante grew 
more powerful from external trade but were not dependent on it. In 1730, the Oyo kingdom over-
ran Dahomey, forcing it to pay an annual tribute to keep its independence.

How did African kings and merchants obtain slaves for sale? Bosman dismissed misconcep-
tions prevailing in Europe in his day. “Not a few in our country,” he wrote to a friend in 1700, 
“fondly imagine that parents here sell their children, men their wives, and one brother the other. 
But those who think so, do deceive themselves; for this never happens on any other account but 
that of necessity, or some great crime; but most of the slaves that are offered to us are prisoners of 
war, which are sold by the victors as their booty.”1 His statement confirms other accounts claim-
ing that prisoners of war were the most common source of slaves, but it is harder to prove that 
capturing slaves for export was a main cause of wars. “Here and there,” conclude two respected 
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MAP 18.3  West African States and Trade, 1500–1800 The Atlantic and the trans-Saharan 
trade brought West Africans new goods and promoted the rise of powerful states and trading 
communities. The Moroccan invasion of Songhai and Portuguese colonization of the Angolan 
ports of Luanda and Benguela showed the political dangers of such relations.
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historians of Africa, “there are indications that captives taken in the later and more peripheral 
stages of these wars were exported overseas, but it would seem that the main impetus of con-
quest was only incidentally concerned with the slave-trade.”2

An early-nineteenth-century king of Asante had a similar view: “I cannot make war to catch 
slaves in the bush, like a thief. My ancestors never did so. But if I fight a king, and kill him when 
he is insolent, then certainly I must have his gold, and his slaves, and his people are mine too. 
Do not the white kings act like this?”3 English rulers had indeed sentenced seventeenth-century 
Scottish and Irish prisoners to forced labor in the West Indies. One may imagine that neither 
African nor European prisoners shared their kings’ view that such actions were legitimate.

The Bight of Biafra and Angola
In the eighteenth century the slave trade expanded eastward to the Bight (bite) of Biafra. In con-
trast to the Gold and Slave Coasts, where strong kingdoms predominated, the densely populated 
interior of the Bight of Biafra contained no large states. Even so, powerful merchant princes of 
the coastal ports made European traders give them rich presents.

Using a network of markets and inland routes, regional merchants supplied European slave 
traders at the coast with debtors, victims of kidnapping, and convicted criminals. As the vol-
ume of the Atlantic trade along the Bight of Biafra expanded in the late eighteenth century, 
some inland markets evolved into giant fairs with different sections specializing in slaves and 
imported goods. In the 1780s an English ship’s doctor reported that African merchants collected 
slaves at fairs in the interior and that groups of twelve hundred to fifteen hundred enslaved men 
and women were then sent to the coast from a single fair.4

The local context of the Atlantic trade was different south of the Congo estuary at Angola, the 
greatest source of slaves for the Atlantic trade (see Map 18.2). This was also the one place along 

The Trade Expands

Luanda, Angola  Luanda was founded by the Portuguese in 1575 and became the center of the slave trade to Brazil. In this 
eighteenth-century print the city’s warehouses and commercial buildings line the city streets. In the foreground captives are 
dragged to the port for shipment to the Western Hemisphere.
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the Atlantic coast where a single European nation, Portugal, controlled a significant amount of 
territory. Except for a brief period when the Dutch exercised control in the seventeenth century, 
Portuguese residents of the main ports of Luanda and Benguela (ben-GWAY-luh) served as 
middlemen between the caravans that arrived from the interior and the ships that crossed from 
Brazil. From these coastal cities Afro-Portuguese traders guided large caravans of trade goods 
inland to exchange for slaves at special markets.

Many of the slaves sold at these markets were prisoners of war captured by expanding Afri-
can states. By the late eighteenth century prisoners captured in wars fought as far away as 600 
to 800 miles (1,000 to 1,300 kilometers) were carried to the ports for transportation. Many were 
victims of wars of expansion fought by the giant federation of Lunda kingdoms. As elsewhere in 
Africa, prisoners sold as slaves seem to have been a byproduct of African wars, rather than the 
objective of the warring parties.

Research has identified a link between severe eighteenth-century droughts and the devel-
opment of the Angolan slave trade. The environmental crisis in the hinterland drove fam-
ished refugees to better-watered areas.5 Powerful African leaders gained control of these refu-
gees in return for supplying them with food and water. These leaders valued refugee children, 
who would quickly assimilate, and adult women, who were valued as food producers and for 
reproduction. They often sold adult male refugees as slaves because they were more likely than 
women and children to escape or challenge the ruler’s authority. They used the textiles, weap-
ons, and alcohol they received in return for slaves as gifts to attract new followers and to cement 
the loyalty of their established allies. The most successful became heads of powerful new states, 
stabilizing areas devastated by war and drought and repopulating them with the refugees and 
prisoners.

Although the organization of Atlantic trade varied from African region to region, it expanded 
and prospered because both European merchants and African elites benefited. African rul-
ers and merchants exported slaves and other products to obtain foreign goods that made them 
wealthier and more powerful. Most of the exported slaves were prisoners taken in wars associ-
ated with African state growth. But strong African states or powerful merchant communities 
also proved better able to defend African territory and limit European economic advantages. 
The Africans who gained from this trade were the rich and powerful few. Many more Africans 
were losers in the exchanges.

Africa’s European and Islamic Contacts
The ways in which sub-Saharan Africans established new contacts with Europe paralleled their 
much older pattern of relations with the Islamic world. But there were striking similarities and 
differences in Africans’ political, commercial, and cultural interactions with these two external 
influences between 1500 and 1800.

During the three and a half centuries of contact up to 1800, Africans ceded very little terri-
tory to Europeans. Local African rulers kept close tabs on the European trading posts they per-
mitted along the Gold and Slave Coasts and collected lucrative rents and fees. Aside from some 
uninhabited islands off the Atlantic coast, Europeans established colonial beachheads in only 
two places, the Portuguese colony of Angola and the Dutch East India Company’s Cape Colony 
at the southern tip of the continent. The Dutch colony was tied to Indian Ocean trade, not to the 
Atlantic trade, and, unlike Angola, did not export slaves. Most the Cape Colony’s 25,750 slaves in 
1793 were from Madagascar, South Asia, and the East Indies, not Africa.

North Africa had become a part of the Islamic world in the first century of Islamic expan-
sion. Sub-Saharan Africans gradually learned of Muslim beliefs and practices from traders who 
crossed the Sahara from North Africa or who sailed from the Middle East to the Swahili trad-
ing cities of East Africa. In the sixteenth century the new Islamic Ottoman Empire annexed 
all of North Africa except Morocco, while Ethiopia lost extensive territory to other Muslim 
conquerors.

Until 1590 the Sahara remained an effective buttress against invasion from powerful north-
ern states. The Songhai (song-GAH-ee) Empire of West Africa challenged the status quo when 
it pushed its frontier into the Sahara from the south. Ruled by an indigenous Muslim dynasty, 
Songhai drew its wealth from the trans-Saharan trade (see Map 18.3). This expansion led the 
kingdom of Morocco to challenge Songhai by sending a military expedition of four thousand 

West Africa and Islam

Songhai A people, lan-
guage, kingdom, and empire 
in western Sudan in West 
Africa. At its height in the 
sixteenth century, the 
Muslim Songhai Empire 
stretched from the Atlantic 
to the land of the Hausa and 
was a major player in the 
trans-Saharan trade.
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men south across the desert. Although half the invading force perished, the survivors armed 
with firearms defeated Songhai’s army of forty thousand in 1591. While Morocco was never able 
to annex the western Sudan, its forces extracted a massive tribute in slaves and goods from the 
local population and imposed tolls on trade for the next two centuries.

With Morocco’s destruction of Songhai, the Hausa trading cities in the central Sudan 
attracted most of the caravans bringing textiles, hardware, and weapons across the Sahara. The 
goods the Hausa imported and distributed through their trading networks were similar to those 
that coastal African traders commanded from the Atlantic trade, except for the absence of alco-
hol, prohibited to Muslims. The goods they sent back in return also resembled the major African 
exports into the Atlantic: gold, textiles and leather goods, and slaves.

Few statistics of the slave trade to the Islamic north exist, but the size of the trade seems to 
have been substantial, if smaller than the transatlantic trade at its peak. Between 1600 and 1800 
slave traders sent about 850,000 slaves to Muslim North Africa (see Map 18.2). A nearly equal 
number of slaves from sub-Saharan Africa entered the Islamic Middle East and India by way of 
the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean.

In contrast to the plantation slavery of the Americas, most African slaves in the Islamic world 
were soldiers and servants. In the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Morocco’s rulers 
employed an army of 150,000 African slaves, trusting their loyalty more than that of recruits 
from their own lands. Moroccans also used slaves on sugar plantations, as servants, and as arti-
sans. Unlike in the Americas, the majority of African slaves in the Islamic world were women 
who served wealthy households as concubines, servants, and entertainers. The trans-Saharan 
slave trade also included a much higher proportion of children than the Atlantic trade.

The central Sudanese kingdom of Bornu illustrates several aspects of trans-Saharan con-
tacts. Ruled by the same dynasty since the ninth century, this Muslim state had grown and 
expanded in the sixteenth century as the result of guns imported from the Ottoman Empire. 
Bornu retained many captives from its wars or sold them as slaves to the north in return for 
the firearms and horses that underpinned the kingdom’s military power. One Bornu king, Mai 
Ali, conspicuously displayed his kingdom’s new power and wealth while on four pilgrimages to 

The Islamic Slave Trade
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Mecca between 1642 and 1667. On the last, an enormous entourage of slaves—said to number 
fifteen thousand—accompanied him.

Like Christians of this period, Muslims saw no moral impediment to owning or trading in 
slaves. Indeed, Islam considered enslaving “pagans” to be a meritorious act because it brought 
them into the faith. Although Islam forbade the enslavement of Muslims, Muslim rulers in 
Bornu, Hausaland, and elsewhere were not strict observers of that rule (see Diversity and Domi-
nance: Slavery in West Africa and the Americas).

Sub-Saharan Africans had much longer exposure to Islamic cultural influences than to 
European cultural influences. Scholars and merchants learned to use the Arabic language to 
communicate with visiting North Africans and to read the Quran. Islamic beliefs and practices 
as well as Islamic legal and administrative systems were influential in African trading cities on 
the southern edge of the Sahara and on the Swahili coast. In some places Islam had extended its 
influence among rural people, but in 1750 it was still very much an urban religion.

European cultural influence in Africa was more limited. Some coastal Africans had shown 
an interest in Western Christianity after contacts with the Portuguese, but in the 1700s only 
Angola had a significant number of Christians. Coastal African traders found it useful to learn 
European languages, but African languages continued to dominate inland trade routes. A few 
African merchants sent their sons to Europe to learn European ways. One of these young men, 
Philip Quaque (KWAH-kay), who was educated in England, was ordained as a priest in the 
Church of England and became the official chaplain of the Cape Coast Castle from 1766 until his 
death in 1816.

Overall, how different and similar were the material effects of Islam and Europe in sub-
Saharan Africa by 1800? While Muslims and Europeans obtained slaves from sub-Saharan 
Africa, the European trade was larger. The Atlantic trade carried about 8 million Africans to the 
Americas between 1550 and 1800. During this period the Islamic trade to North Africa and the 
Middle East transported perhaps 2 million African captives. What were the effects on Africa’s 
population? Scholars generally agree on three points: (1) even at the peak of the trade in the 
1700s, sub-Saharan Africa’s overall population remained very large; (2) localities that contrib-
uted heavily to the slave trade, such as lands near the Slave Coast, suffered acute losses; (3) the 
ability of a population to recover from losses was related to the proportion of fertile women who 
were shipped away. The fact that Africans sold fewer women than men into the larger Atlantic 
trade somewhat reduced the long-term demographic effects of this larger trade.

The slave trade had a mixed impact on sub-Saharan economies. Africans were very par-
ticular about what they received in exchange for slaves, and their imports reflected their tastes 
and needs. The limited volume of manufactured imports could not overwhelm established Afri-
can weavers, metalworkers, and other producers, and some imported products like textiles and 
metal bars stimulated the local production of tools and clothing. However, while African as well 
as European states benefited by taxing this trade, most of the economic benefits went to Euro-
pean nations and to their American colonies.

Profits from transporting and selling slaves mostly went to European merchants and ship 
owners. European manufacturers, like the produc-
ers of textiles and metal goods, profited as well. But 
Europe’s American colonies were the major benefi-
ciaries of the African slave trade. With Amerindian 
population diminished by epidemics and Euro-
pean immigration inadequate to develop American 
resources, it was the forced labor of African slaves 
that made possible the enormous wealth produced 
in a vast region that spread from the Chesapeake 
to the Río de la Plata. This wealth accelerated the 
rapid expansion of Western capitalism in the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries, a period that 
witnessed the political and economic decline of 
the Ottoman Empire, the dominant state of the 
Middle East, and other Muslim kingdoms (see 
Chapter 19).

Atlantic and Muslim Slave 
Trades Compared

SECTION REVIEW

 ● Powerful rulers and merchants protected African territory from 
Europeans and imposed control over trade terms.

 ● Most slaves exported to the Western Hemisphere were prison-
ers of war.

 ● African trade and cultural relations with European nations par-
alleled already-established relations with Muslim regions.

 ● The African slave trade with the Muslim world was smaller than 
the Atlantic slave trade but lasted longer.

 ● Most African slaves sent to the Islamic world served as sol-
diers or servants.
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Social diversity was common in Africa, and the domination 
of masters over slaves was a feature of many societies. Ahmad 
Baba (1556–1627) was an outstanding Islamic scholar in the city 
of Timbuktu. He came from an old Muslim family of the city. In 
about 1615 he replied to some questions that had been sent to 
him. His answers reveal a great deal about the official and unof-
ficial condition of slavery in the Sudan of West Africa, especially 
in the Hausa states of Kano and Katsina (see Map 18.3).

You asked: What have you to say concerning the slaves imported 
from the lands of the Sudan whose people are acknowledged 
to be Muslims, such as Bornu, . . . Kano, Goa, Songhay, Katsina 
and others among whom Islam is widespread? Is it permissible 
to possess them [as slaves] or not?

Know—may God grant us and you success—that these 
lands, as you have stated are Muslim. . . . But close to each of 
them are lands in which are unbelievers whom the Muslim 
inhabitants of these lands raid. Some of these unbelievers are 
under the Muslims’ protection and pay them [taxes]. . . . Some-
times there is war between the Muslim sultans of some of these 
lands and one attacks the other, taking as many prisoners as 
he can and selling the captive though he is a free-born Mus-
lim. . . . This is a common practice among them in Hausaland; 
Katsina raids Kano, as do others, though their language is one 
and their situations parallel; the only difference they recog-
nize among themselves is that so-and-so is a born Muslim and 
so-and-so is a born unbeliever. . . .

Whoever is taken prisoner in a state of unbelief may become 
someone’s property, whoever he is, as opposed to those who 
have become Muslims of their own free will . . . and may not be 
possessed at all.

A little over a century later another African provided informa-
tion about enslavement practices in the Western Sudan. Ayuba 
Suleiman Diallo (ah-YOO-bah SOO-lay-mahn JAH-loh) (1701–?) 
of the state of Bondu some 200 miles from the Gambia River was 
enslaved and transported to Maryland, where he was a slave 
from 1731 to 1733. When an Englishman learned of Ayuba’s lit-
eracy in Arabic, he recorded his life story, anglicizing his name 
to Job Solomon. According to the account, slaves in Bondu did 
much of the hard work, while men of Ayuba’s class were free to 
devote themselves to the study of Islamic texts.

In February, 1730, Job’s father hearing of an English ship at 
Gambia River, sent him, with two servants to attend him, to 
sell two Negroes, and to buy paper, and some other necessar-

ies; but desired him not to venture over the river, because the 
country of the Mandingoes, who are enemies to the people 
of Futa, lies on the other side. Job not agreeing with Captain 
Pike (who commanded the ship, lying then at Gambia, in the 
service of Captain Henry Hunt, brother to Mr. William Hunt, 
merchant, in Little Tower-street, London) sent back the two 
servants to acquaint his father with it, and to let him know 
that he intended to go no farther. Accordingly . . . he crossed 
the River Gambia, and disposed of his Negroes for some cows. 
As he was returning home, he stopped for some refreshment 
at the house of an old acquaintance; and the weather being 
hot, he hung up his arms in the house, while he refreshed him-
self. . . . It happened that a company of the Mandingoes, . . . 
passing by at that time, and observing him unarmed, rushed 
in, to the number of seven or eight at once, at a back door, and 
pinioned Job, before he could get his arms, together with his 
interpreter, who is a slave in Maryland still. They then shaved 
their heads and beards, which Job and his man resented as the 
highest indignity; tho’ the Mandingoes meant no more by it, 
than to make them appear like slaves taken in war. On the 27th 
of February, 1730, they carried them to Captain Pike at Gam-
bia, who purchased them; and on the first of March they were 
put on board. Soon after Job found means to acquaint Captain 
Pike that he was the same person that came to trade with him 
a few days before, and after what manner he had been taken. 
Upon this Captain Pike gave him free leave to redeem himself 
and his man; and Job sent to an acquaintance of his father’s, 
near Gambia, who promised to send to Job’s father, to inform 
him of what had happened, that he might take some course to 
have him set at liberty. But it being a fortnight’s [two weeks’] 
journey between that friend’s house and his father’s, and the 
ship sailing in about a week after, Job was brought with the rest 
of the slaves to Annapolis in Maryland, and delivered to Mr. 
Vachell Denton. . . .

Mr. Vachell Denton sold Job to one Mr. Tolsey in Kent Island 
in Maryland, who put him to work in making tobacco; but 
he was soon convinced that Job had never been used to such 
labour. He every day showed more and more uneasiness under 
this exercise, and at last grew sick, being no way able to bear 
it; so his master was obliged to find easier work for him, and 
therefore put him to tend the cattle. Job would often leave the 
cattle, and withdraw into the woods to pray; but a white boy 
frequently watched him, and whilst he was at his devotion 
would mock him and throw dirt in his face. This very much 
disturbed Job, and added considerably to his other misfor-
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Job, who had never been used to 
it; he therefore wrote a letter in 

Arabick to his father, acquaint-
ing him with his misfortunes, 
hoping he might yet find means 
to redeem him. . . . It happened 
that this letter was seen by James 
Oglethorpe, Esq. [founder of the 

colony of Georgia and director 
of the Royal African Company]; 

who, according to his usual good-
ness and generosity, took compas-

sion on Job, and [bought him from 
his master]; his master being very will-

ing to part with him, as finding him no 
ways fit for his business.

In spring 1733 Job’s benefactors took him to England, 
teaching him passable English during the voyage, and intro-
duced him to the English gentry. Job attracted such attention 
that local men took up a collection to buy his freedom and pay 
his debts, and they also introduced him at the royal court. In 
1735 Job returned to Gambia in a Royal African Company ship, 
richly clothed and accompanied by many gifts.

QUESTIONS FOR ANALYSIS
1. Since Ahmad Baba points out that Islamic law permitted 

a Muslim to raid and enslave non-Muslims, do you think 
that the non-Muslim Mandinka (Mandingoes) would have 
considered it justifiable to enslave Ayuba, since he was a 
Muslim?

2. Which aspects of Ayuba Suleiman’s experiences of enslave-
ment were normal, and which unusual?

3. How different might Ayuba’s experiences of slavery have 
been had he been sold in Jamaica rather than Maryland?

4. How strictly was the ban against enslaving Muslims 
observed in Hausaland?

Source: Thomas Hodgkin, ed., Nigerian Perspectives: An Historical Anthology, 
2nd ed. (London: Oxford University Press, 1975), 154–156; Thomas Bluett, Some 
Memoirs of the Life of Job, the Son of Solomon the High Priest of Boonda in Africa 
(London: Richard Ford, 1734), 16–24.

tunes; all which were increased 
by his ignorance of the English 
language, which prevented his 
complaining, or telling his case 
to any person about him. Grown 
in some measure desperate, 
by reason of his present hard-
ships, he resolved to travel at 
a venture; thinking he might 
possibly be taken up by some 
master, who would use him bet-
ter, or otherwise meet with some 
lucky accident, to divert or abate his 
grief. Accordingly, he travelled thro’ 
the woods, till he came to the County of 
Kent, upon Delaware Bay. . . . There is a law 
in force, throughout the [mid-Atlantic] colo-
nies . . . as far as Boston in New England, viz. that 
any Negroe, or white servant who is not known in the county, 
or has no pass, may be secured by any person, and kept in the 
common [jail], till the master of such servant shall fetch him. 
Therefore Job being able to give no account of himself, was put 
in prison there.

This happened about the beginning of June 1731, when I, 
who was attending the courts there, and heard of Job, went 
with several gentlemen to the [jailer’s] house, being a tavern, 
and desired to see him. He was brought into the tavern to us, 
but could not speak one word of English. Upon our talking 
and making signs to him, he wrote a line to two before us, and 
when he read it, pronounced the words Allah and Mahommed; 
by which, and his refusing a glass of wine we offered him, we 
perceived he was a Mahometan [Muslim], but could not imag-
ine of what country he was, or how he got thither; for by his 
affable carriage, and the easy composure of his countenance, 
we could perceive he was no common slave.

When Job had been some time confined, an old Negroe 
man, who lived in that neighborhood, and could speak the 
Jalloff [Wolof] language, which Job also understood, went to 
him, and conversed with him. By this Negroe the keeper was 
informed to whom Job belonged, and what was the cause of his 
leaving his master. The keeper thereupon wrote to his master, 
who soon after fetched him home, and was much kinder to him 
than before; allowing him place to pray in, and in some other 
conveniences, in order to make his slavery as easy as possible. 
Yet slavery and confinement was by no means agreeable to 

Ayuba Suleiman Diallo (1701–??)
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markets of Asia through Muslim middlemen and initiated the first tentative contacts with Afri-
can markets. By the seventeenth century a more confident and adventurous European investor 
class was ready to promote colonial production and long-distance trade in a much more aggres-
sive way. The development of banks, stock exchanges, and chartered companies supported 
these new ambitions.
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542  CHAPTER 18 The Atlantic System and Africa, 1550–1800

The new Atlantic trading system had great importance in world history. In the first phase of 
their expansion Europeans conquered and colonized the Americas and captured major Indian 
Ocean trade routes. The development of the Atlantic system showed their ability to move beyond 
capturing the benefits of existing systems to create a major new trading network. Beginning in 
the seventeenth century, the English, Dutch, and French created new colonies in the Caribbean 
to compete with earlier colonies created by the Spanish and Portuguese (see Chapter 17). While 
these colonies remained fragile for decades, settlers found ways to profitably produce goods 
sought by European consumers. Tobacco was the first, but sugar soon supplanted it.

The establishment of plantation societies was not just a matter of replacing native vegetation 
with alien plants and native peoples with Europeans and Africans. More fundamentally, it made 
these once-isolated islands part of a dynamic trading system controlled from Europe. The West 
Indies was not the only place affected. Brazil, large parts of Spanish Central and South America, 
and the southern region of British North America developed similar linkages, producing sugar, 
cacao, cotton, coffee, and indigo and using slave labor.

Despite the central importance of their shared dependence on export markets and African 
slaves, there were important differences among Europe’s American tropical colonies. Only the 
English experimented with indentured labor on a large scale. But like the colonies of the Por-
tuguese, Dutch, and French, they soon depended on African slave labor. Joint-stock companies 
and individual investors were crucial to the English colonies. The French entered the process 
late, but the French state and French monopoly companies quickly produced a massive flow of 
slaves while securing a profitable home market for the sugar of Saint Domingue and other colo-
nies. After the Dutch attacked but failed to hold Portugal’s sugar-producing colony of Brazil and 
the slave-exporting colony of Angola, they became influential in the transfer of sugar technol-
ogy and the expansion of the slave trade. While Spain had introduced sugar to the Caribbean 
and imported African slaves in the early sixteenth century, its most important Caribbean col-
ony, Cuba, joined the sugar revolution late, becoming the major destination for the slave trade 
and the major producer of sugar by 1820.

While Africa played an essential role in the Atlantic system, importing trade goods and 
exporting slaves to the Americas, the Atlantic system dominated Europe’s American colonies 
much more comprehensively. Africans remained in control of their continent and interacted 
culturally and politically more with the Islamic world than with the Atlantic.

Sub-Saharan Africa had long-established trade connections with the Islamic world that 
included the sale of slaves. These trade relationships facilitated the spread of Islam to sub-
 Saharan Africa and the creation of Islamic states like Mali and Songhai (see Chapter 13). The 
volume of the Atlantic trade was much larger than the Islamic slave trade, but the Islamic trade 
persisted after reformers ended the Atlantic trade (see Chapter 23). Between 1550 and 1800 four 
slaves crossed the Atlantic to European colonies for every slave carried across the Sahara. While 
more males were carried across the Atlantic, the Islamic trade took more women and children, 
and few slaves in the Islamic region were subjected to the brutal labor conditions of the West 
Indian plantations.

Atlantic system p. 519
chartered 

companies p. 520
Dutch West India 

Company p. 520

plantocracy p. 524
driver p. 524
seasoning p. 526 
manumission p. 526
maroon p. 529

capitalism p. 529
mercantilism p. 530
Royal African 

Company p. 530
Atlantic Circuit p. 530

Middle Passage p. 530
Songhai p. 537
Hausa p. 538
Bornu p. 538
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  5. The practice of accumulating capital in your own state 
and limiting trade with other nations is

(A) capitalism.
(B) mercantilism.
(C) democracy.
(D) triangular trade.

  6. One reason that many African tribes did not initially 
fight the Europeans over capturing slaves was that

(A) African rulers and merchants exported slaves to 
obtain foreign goods.

(B) the Europeans took non-Muslims as slaves.
(C) they had no weapons that could oppose the 

Europeans.
(D) African tribes were overpopulated, and slavery was 

a way to lower their population.

  7. The majority of the slaves in the Islamic world were

(A) converts to Islam.
(B) not permanent slaves.
(C) soldiers or house servants.
(D) mistresses kept in harems.

  8. In the seventeenth century,

(A) most European monarchs were funding colonies in 
Africa and Asia.

(B) the importation of slaves from Africa began to 
decline.

(C) the demand for profits drove new European inves-
tors to sink money in long-distance trade and colo-
nial ventures.

(D) colonial wars forced most monarchs to take direct 
control of their colonies.

  1. A main impetus for the introduction of African slavery 
in the Americas was the

(A) introduction of cash crops such as sugar cane.
(B) need to lower the population in African colonies.
(C) desire to Christianize the entire region.
(D) Amerindians’ refusal to work for the Europeans.

  2. The establishment of plantation agriculture in the 
Americas was based on the belief that these plantations 
would

(A) be completely self-sufficient and develop products 
in an efficient manner.

(B) encourage improved use of the land.
(C) help to decrease the need for labor.
(D) benefit everyone who worked on one of them.

  3. Particularly in the West Indies, the power resided

(A) with the home government in Europe.
(B) with the merchants who purchased crops from the 

islands.
(C) in the hands of the plantocracy on each island.
(D) with the small farmers who produced the food for 

the islands.

  4. One reason for the high volume of slaves transported 
from Africa to the New World was that

(A) French colonial laws allowed for the execution of 
slaves for minor offenses.

(B) slaves had a high mortality rate during the first year 
in the New World.

(C) thousands of slaves ran away and joined forces with 
the Indians.

(D) slaves were inexpensive, and even small farmers 
owned slaves.
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  9. Unlike European slave trading, Islamic slave trading

(A) was not profitable.
(B) took more women and children from Africa than 

men.
(C) was focused mainly on the sale of slaves to Mughal 

India.
(D) was directly linked to the caravan trade.

545

10. In the English colonies, slavery became more 
common as

(A) the use of indentured servants became more costly.
(B) the Crown banned the use of indentured servants.
(C) the price of slaves decreased with the increase in 

supply.
(D) mercantilist policies in Europe began to increase.
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